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Abstract

Self-Efficacy is a person's belief on his ability to complete certain tasks. The purpose of this study was to determine the influence differences between two learning models, namely TPSR and Cooperative Learning on students who have high and low motivation levels to increase self-efficacy of the fifth grade students. Experimental methods with 2x2 factorial design was used. The sample of this research were 105 fifth grade students at SDN 208 Luginasari, Bandung, chosen by using total sampling technique. Data analysis used SPSS version 21 with hypothesis testing through Two Way Anova. The results of the analysis and calculation of the data revealed that; there was no significant difference in the effect between the two learning models on increasing students’ self-efficacy; there was an interaction between learning models with motivation towards increasing self-efficacy; there was no significant difference in the effect between the two learning models with high levels of motivation towards the increase of self-efficacy; and there was no significant difference in the effect between the two learning models with low motivation levels on increasing self-efficacy. The conclusion of this study is that both of the learning models have the same effect on both high and low motivation levels on the student self-efficacy and there is an interaction between learning models and motivation on increasing the student self-efficacy.
INTRODUCTION

Affective value and personality have a close relationship with moral value in daily life personally or socially. Every person has a different personality, personality is a totality of an individual characteristic that create the existed and distinctive pattern thus an individual is different with other individuals (Hidayat, 2017).

Nowadays, affective value and personality are decreasing, we could see this phenomena in our surroundings. Affective value is closely related to moral value in daily life, personally and socially. Therefore, the lack of affective value building could affect the adversity of moral value of the students as the future generation of our nation. Bullying becomes a phenomenon that keeps happening in Indonesia and in the world, even the case involving students is getting higher. It should be our concern. A student who is bullied would lose their self-efficacy on their self and ironically, a belief is a foundation for a person to assess how far they could achieve or accomplish their goals.

Self-efficacy was suggested and revised by A. Bandura as a belief or an assessment made by an individual that they could be successful or accomplish the identified task (Green, 2008). Therefore, belief on self is an individual strength to take an action, a person would take an action if they think that they have ability to do something. The bullying victim has a lower life satisfaction and gains more depression and anxiety than those who are not (Weng, dkk. 2017).

Physical education at school should be the part of society hope to solve the social ills that physical education could build Indonesian citizen as a whole, a human who is physically, spiritually, and socially healthy. Sport and physical education represent components in global education for children to grow and develop their movement ability, psychological aspect, and social ability (Dacica, 2015). Therefore, through education, a person has a purpose that they set goals that could develop themselves to be a better person in the future. Learning outcome that they have become a depiction of their cognitive, affective, and movement skills. Other opinions said that physical education could improve self-efficacy and participation of the students, thus it could help the students to have learning achievement improvement (Bertills, dkk. 2018). For that reason, physical education could give positive contribution on learning achieve at school.

Goal accomplishment depends on learning task in form of physical activities or chosen movement tasks that are delivered with learning method or strategy that is suitable with the specific goals that should be achieved. Besides psychomotor and cognitive aspect in physical education, affective aspect is also important in deciding students learning achievement. One of efforts to solve the problem in education especially education at school is learning model. A learning model refers to a whole comprehensive plan to teach (Metzler, 2005). TPSR model or Model Teaching Personal and Social Responsibility is a model that is suggested by Hellison as a mean to improve personal and social responsibility of the children through physical activity. This learning model is a learning model that put attention on attitude, values, and behavior of the children.

TPSR model suggested by Hellison have a great impact on motor development, responsibility, motivation, and have good validity on the implementation in physical education learning process (Djordjic, 2018). Besides improving responsibility, previous research found that TPSR is effective to move the managerial and social behavior into a more positive direction (Pozo, dkk. 2016). Besides TPSR model, there is also cooperative learning model that besides helping students to achieve learning adjective, it could also give positive impact on students’ social skill. The implementation of cooperative learning shows social skill improvement and attitude compared to the group that did not receive cooperative learning model (Goudas & Magotsiou, 2009). Besides affecting social skill of the students, cooperative learning also has impact on students learning motivation, data show that there is improvement on intrinsic motivation and rules that had been identified only on experimental group who received cooperative learning model (Fernandez-Rio, dkk.2017).

A factor that could have impacts on learning achievement is motivation, motivation is a strength that drive a person to take a behavior, the aim of motivation is to have a behavior that could bring highest benefits for a person (Tohidi & Jabbari, 2012). Therefore, motivation becomes a booster for a person that emerge ac-
tivities.

Therefore, according to the explanation above, the researcher conducted a research entitled the effect of Learning Model and Motivation on Self-efficacy on Primary School students.

METHODS

Design

This research was an experimental research that was aimed to contribute to new invention in developing reading literacy and the affectivity of education (Ronková & Wildová, 2016). One of research methodology that has several characteristics including manipulating independent variable, randomizing or choosing the sample of the study, and comparing the experimental group with control group.

An experimental research is based on the cause-effect assumption that is formulated as working hypothesis and is conducted in contoured action as the result of the study on the environment characteristics and application, in systemic view, strategic segment (Gheorghe & Nicolae, 2015).

In this research, there was a manipulation or treatment in a group by implementing TPSR model in physical education learning for experimental group. The control group received physical education learning through cooperative learning. The design of this study is factorial design. This design is a design to expand the number of relationship that is probable to be identified in the experiment. The researcher modified the design group whether it is control group posttest-only or control group pretest posttest- that allowed additional independent variable identification (Fraenkel dkk. 2012). The explanation above concludes that other value of factorial design is that it allows the researcher to learn the interaction of independent variable with other variable or we call it moderator variable. The researcher also identified the effects of moderator variable or attribute that affected the result of the research.

Population and Sample

In this research, the population was the fifth grade students from 208 Luginasari Primary School in Bandung that consisted of 105 students since they had a similar characteristics with the background of the study that the bullying phenomenon commonly occured on other students. The sampling technique is a technique of choosing sample who are representative from the population. This research used saturated sampling technique. Saturated sampling technique is a technique where all of the population are taken as samples (Sugiyono, 2014).

For experimental study, minimum 30 samples per groups is suggested although sometimes experimental study involves only q 15 persons in each group if the control is highly conducted (fraenkel dkk. 2012). According to the opinion above, the sample used in this study were 105 male and female students aged 11-12 who are reduced into 60 students represented moderator variable. 30 students had high motivation and 30 students had low motivation, thus there would be 45 students as the range. The average result of self-efficacy improvement was 19.93 and standard deviation was 2.904.

Data Collection Technique

This research used questionnaire to collect data. Motivation was measured by using SIS instrument, that has been validated in physical education for primary school students by (Sun, Chen, Ennis, Martin, & Shen, 2008). Meanwhile, for measuring students Self-Efficacy, SEQ-C instrument was used (Muris, 2001). The SEQ-C instrument contains 24 problems that evaluate three aspects including academic, social, and emotional of Self-Efficacy. Although the validity and reliability of the two instrument has been tested before, the researcher still conducted the validity and reliability test of both instrument so that it would be suitable for the characteristics of the research.

Data Analysis

In this research, to analyze the data, the researcher used SPSS 21 started from normality test by using Kolmogorof-smirnov, homogeneity test by using Lavene’s test, and hypothesis analysis by using Two Way Anova.

RESULT

The analysis of the data was conducted to answer the research problem and to prove the research hypothe-
sis. In this research, there were four research hypotheses. Therefore, in the discussion section the researcher will present the analysis or the result of hypothesis test. Hypothesis test was conducted by using two directional ANOVA. The following is the result of the test that could be seen in Table 1.

**Tabel 1. TPSR and Cooperative Learning on the Self-Efficacy Improvement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Model</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.200</td>
<td>1.614</td>
<td>.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23840.267</td>
<td>2914.119</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Model</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>.928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.267</td>
<td>.522</td>
<td>.473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP * Motivation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>35.267</td>
<td>4.311</td>
<td>.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>8.181</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Total</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to table 1, in the Learning model column, it shows that the value of significance 0.928. It indicates that the significance value > 0.05. Therefore, H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected. Therefore, the result concludes that there is no significant self-efficacy difference between TPSR model group and cooperative learning group.

The result of interaction between learning model and motivation on improving self-efficacy can be seen in Table 2.

**Tabel 2. Interaction between Learning Model and Motivation on Improving Self-Efficacy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Model</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.200</td>
<td>1.614</td>
<td>.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23840.267</td>
<td>2914.119</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Model</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>.928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.267</td>
<td>.522</td>
<td>.473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP * Motivation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>35.267</td>
<td>4.311</td>
<td>.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>8.181</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Total</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to table 2, the column MP*motivation shows that the significant value is 0.042. It shows that the significant value is < 0.05. Therefore, H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted. Therefore, the result shows that there is interaction between learning model and motivation on self-efficacy. The following is the picture showing interaction between learning model and motivation of self-efficacy.

**Picture 1. Interaction between Learning Model and Motivation on Improving Self-Efficacy**

**Tabel 3. Differences between TPSR and Cooperative Learning model on Improving Self-Efficacy of the Students with High Motivation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivation</th>
<th>Learning Model</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>TPSR</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperative Learning</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>TPSR</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperative Learning</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.166</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to table 3, the high motivation table shows significant value 0.131. It indicates that the significant value is > 0.05. Therefore, H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected. Therefore, the result shows that in general there is no significant effect of TPSR and cooperative learning model on self-efficacy of the students who have high motivation.
The result of differences between TPSR and cooperative learning model on improving self-efficacy of the students with low motivation presented in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivation</th>
<th>Learning Model</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>TPSR</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperative Learning</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>TPSR</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperative Learning</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.166</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to table 5, the high motivation column shows the significance level is 0.166. It shows that the significant value is > 0.05. Therefore, H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected. The result indicates that in general there is no effect differences between TPSR and cooperative Learning model on self-efficacy of the students who have low motivation.

**DISCUSSION**

**Effect Differences between TPSR and Cooperative Learning model on Self-Efficacy**

From the analysis of the data, the result proves that there is an insignificant effect. It indicates that both of the learning model have an equal effect on the improvement of the students’ self-efficacy since both of the model have similar characteristics that aims to improve social skills.

The previous research related to TPSR shows that TPSR learning model is an effective teaching instrument for teachers to build responsible behavior (Escartí dkk. 2010). Meanwhile, the previous research related to cooperative learning showed that the implementation of cooperative learning indicates the improvement on social skill and attitude (Goudas & Magotsiou, 2009).

It is probably because there is similarities in learning sequence of the TPSR and cooperative learning model. The TPSR model used daily lesson format containing counseling time, awareness talk, lesson focus, group meeting, and reflection time. Meanwhile, on CL model, there are six phases including delivering objective and motivation, delivering information, organizing students into learning groups, guiding working and learning groups, evaluating, and appreciating.

The implementation of learning model in this research could change the behavior of the students into a better behavior. The habit of disturbing others, laughing at students who did wrong movement, violent behavior, and other negative behaviors decreased through this learning model. It is proven by the changes of behavior that they did during learning process in every meeting through the implementation of cooperative learning model (Yamarik, 2010). Similar with cooperative learning model, TPSR model is effective to change managerial and social behavior into positive direction (Pozo, dkk. 2016).

It is shown that, in the beginning of the meeting, negative behaviors were found that reflect the low level of self-efficacy such as in doing movement task, doubt in making decision, laughing at friends who did mistakes in movement task, doing something that could hurt their friends, and cannot accept the loss.

In the middle period of the research, the negative behavior of the students that reflects the low level of self-efficacy decreased, such as the decrease of mistake in movement task, getting faster in making decision, start to accept the result of competition, rarely laugh at friends who did mistake, and some other still disturbed other students.

At the research period, behavior changes started to be obvious in comparison with the first meeting. It is indicated by the ability of the students in making fast and accurate decision, executing movement task well, accepting the loss and appreciating by giving applause to other students or team who did the task well, the behavior that indirectly hurt others rarely found and the student initiated to say sorry. These behaviors showed the development of value, attitude, and behavior of students to be better.
Interaction between Learning Model and Motivation on Improving Self-Efficacy

The second hypothesis test showed that there is interaction between TPSR model and cooperative learning and group with high motivation level and group with low motivation level. The interaction occurred due to these treatments showed different improvement on self-efficacy.

This research shows difference effects of learning model on motivation group. In high motivation level group, the improvement of self-efficacy is higher in TPSR model, while in the low motivation group, the improvement of the self-efficacy is higher that cooperative learning model. It shows that there is an interaction between learning model and motivation level on self-efficacy.

In TPSR group with high motivation students, during the treatment, this group was more dominant that cooperative learning with high motivation group. It is indicated by the attitude of the students of TPSR group with high motivation during learning showed better initiative and responsibility during learning process in finishing movement tasks, besides that the TPSR group seemed to be more often in helping others who faced problems in finishing movement tasks even they helped other groups such as helping them to take the stuck ball. This finding is strengthen by the previous research that the implementation of TPSR model has impacts on behavior changing of the students such as the decrease of irresponsible behavior, the increase of initiative, and increase the awareness (Balderson, 2006).

Meanwhile, the cooperative learning group with high motivation although seemed to be enthusiastic and followed the learning process well, this group had less initiative and awareness on others. It is shown in the learning process, they always wanted to be the winner, and sometimes hurt others for their over enthusiastic behavior, and they did not always have initiative to say sorry since they though they did not do that purposefully.

For the group with low motivation level, cooperative learning group gain better improvement on self-efficacy that TPSR group. It is shown during the treatment the cooperative learning looked more enthusiastic during learning process. It is shown by the role played by individual in group, helping other group members, keep the cooperation during learning process, and being cooperative. It is supported by the statement of (Slavin, 2015) that cooperative learning refers to earning method that the students learn in small group to help each other during learning.

Meanwhile, TPSR group with low motivation level gained slower changes than other groups, although the improvement of self-efficacy occurred. It is indicated from the beginning of the treatment, the changes happened in the fourth and fifth meeting. In the first three meetings, laughing others, disturbing, took a long time in making decision during doing movement task were often found.

As the time goes by, these groups started to change their behavior into more positive direction. It is shown by the ability of the students to take action and make decision, their initiative to help others, the decrease of mistakes in doing movement task.

Most of the students who received TPSR model were successful in showing self-control, respecting others, and obeying the rules of the game (Filiz, 2017). It is supported by the previous research that stated that learning with TPSR method could build a better attitude of the students and support them to be more independent learners (Gordon, dkk. 2012).

The statement highlights that independent behavior is a behavior owned by an individual as a sign of their tendency to make a choice or decision to take action in their society. Therefore, through TPSR learning model, the students have opportunities to gain high initiative in various things during learning without waiting for instruction from the teachers.

Meanwhile, the cooperative learning model group with high motivation level, although they were enthusiastic during learning process, it sometimes became a drawback that they hurt others (not purposefully) even the student in their own group. The students who received cooperative learning were motivated to give physical and psychological support and instruction and overcoming others’ mistakes (Polvi & Telama 2000).

High motivation is highly needed in school lesson so that the students could follow the learning process optimally, but the over motivation could create
incident during learning. It probably affected the improvement self-efficacy of the cooperative learning with low motivation group. Therefore, it is possible that the improvement of the self-efficacy through TPSR learning model is suitable for the students with the high motivation.

**Effect Differences between TPSR learning model and Cooperative Learning Model on Self-Efficacy of the Low Motivated Group**

The fourth hypothesis testing is about the effect of learning model on self-efficacy of low motivated group. This test showed an insignificant effect differences of TPSR and cooperative learning model. However, the effect of the cooperative learning model on the low motivated students is better that the TPSR model group.

During the treatment of the group with low motivation, the cooperative learning model group were more dominant during the lesson and more active during the games. It is shown by how the students played their role in group very well. They helped each other (in group), being cooperative, had good communication, appreciated each other.

Cooperative learning helped students to gain social skills through participation in group activities (Lavasani & Afzali, 2016). Besides that, the previous research stated that students who received cooperative learning model were significantly more motivated in learning (Hancock, 2010).

Group is a media for the students to listen when other person talks, practicing self-control, and learning not to disturb others when they are talking. Cooperative learning model would result in empathy among group member, trust of other group member to accomplish an agreement, acceptance and respect others’ point of view (López-mondéja, dkk. 2017).

Meanwhile, the TPSR group with low motivation gained slower changes than other groups, although they gained self-efficacy improvement. However, during the treatment, the changes of attitude was slower. The changes started to come up in the fourth and fifth meeting. In the first meetings, laughing others, disturbing behavior, taking a long time to make decision happened.

However, as the time went by, this group started to change to be more positive. It is indicated by their ability in executing movement task, fast in making decision and taking action, sportive in games, helping others who faced difficulties, and respecting others’ point of view. The Hellison model give great impacts on motor, responsibility, and motivation development (Djordjic, 2018). Therefore, it is possible to improve self-efficacy through cooperative learning model for the students with low motivation level.

**CONCLUSION**

According According to the result of theoretical study of dependent variable, moderator variable, and independent variable, it concludes that: First, TPSR learning model and cooperative learning model had impacts on the improvement of self-efficacy and there was no significant differences between the two models. Secondly, there was interaction between learning model and the level of motivation on self-efficacy. The interaction happened since both of the treatments presented different improvement on self-efficacy result. For the group with high motivation, the higher improvement on self-efficacy happened in the group with TPSR learning model. Meanwhile, for the group with the low motivation, the better effect on self-efficacy was gained by the students in cooperative learning model group. Third, teaching personal and social responsibility model was better that cooperative learning model group on self-efficacy improvement on the high motivated group. However, the difference was not significant. Fourth, the cooperative learning model is better that the teaching personal and social responsibility in the improvement of self-efficacy in low motivated group. However, the difference was not significant.
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